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Executive Summary 
The report provides a review of survey findings in order to prepare for the CRTC proceedings on 
basic telecommunication services (Telecom Notice of Consultation 2015-134).  The survey 
became the basis to collect evidence after Deaf Wireless Canada Committee (DWCC) members 
learned of Deaf and Hard of Hearing people expressing their frustrations and concerns about the 
common wireless issues in Canada through social media. 
 
The DWCC has set out to prove four points in the mandate by conducting a survey to learn about 
awareness of telecommunication services by American Sign Language (ASL) and Langue des 
signes québecoise (LSQ) users1.  The breakdown for analysis is on a national level.   
 
The survey outcome supports all four (4) points of the mandate:   
 

1. Fair wireless data plans: the survey outcome reflects how respondents have responded 
to the wireless plan packages and its packages.   There is no consistency in how each 
ASL/LSQ user is informed of wireless plans. 

 
2. Cost reasonable data plans:  In spite of having a diversified market of TSPs for a 

consumer choice, the options are infeasible and unfair to the ASL and LSQ users.   
 
3. Transparent and clear advertisement of plans offered:  Based on the respondents’ 

answers to questions regarding voice-credited plans and accessibility to services, 
transparency is lacking in advertisements.   

 
4. Decreased disparity of product and service provisions:   The committee recognizes 

the fact that some of the WSPs are major telecommunication companies in Canada, which 
they have competitive prices.  The emphasis is that the CRTC needs to enforce the 
Wireless Code Act ruling(s) with all TSPs so prices are more fair and with decreased 
disparity while staying competitive.   

 
The survey was conducted in four languages starting on September 25, 2015, and ending on 
November 30, 2015. The second survey was conducted from December 1st, 2015 to January 
16th, 2016 and it was geared for Deaf-Blind respondents. To accommodate their visual needs, 
the survey included a black background with high contrast coloured text.  The four languages 
were English, French, ASL, and LSQ.  For more information on the committee’s timeline, please 
refer to Appendix B.   1257 responses were collected; 28.0% of overall responses had 
inconclusive or no data, which was removed from the analysis.  In turn, the completed data 
reflected in 905 responses. 

Highlights 

Demographics 
x 81% of the 905 respondents are Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind.   

 
x The top four (4) provinces are Ontario, British Columbia, Quebec and Alberta. 

                                                      
1 ASL and LSQ users refer to Deaf, Hard of Hearing, Deaf-Blind and late deafened people in a group using sign 
languages. 
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x 70% of the respondents live in metropolitan cities. 

Landline & TTY 

x 53% of the respondents still have landlines at home, so they can continue to make phone 
calls using their Teletypewriters (TTY2) and being able to dial 911 for emergency services. 

 
x 71% of the respondents who still have landlines have noticed their use of TTY had 

declined in the last 5 years. 
 

x 84% of the respondents are planning to cancel their landline services in favour of wireless 
technology in the next 3 years. 

Video Communications 

x 83% of the respondents are currently using video communications on their smartphones; 
FaceTime, Glide, and Skype are the most popular choices. 

 
x 89% of the respondents are currently using video communications only at home or both 

at home and at work. This is a clear indication that the purpose is not only for social, it is 
the most optimal and natural mode of communication. 

Wireless Services 

x 77% responded that Rogers, Bell, and Telus are their Wireless Service Providers (WSP). 
 

x 68% of the respondents are currently under 1 or 2 year contract while 20% have unlocked 
phones.  

 
x 86% of the respondents are not aware of voice-credited or voice-removed data plan 

options. 
 

x 54% of the respondents require 2 to 6 GB to meet the current wireless communication 
needs.  However, concerns are expressed. 

 
x Texting, emailing, taking photos, and video communications are the top four needs for 

visual communication. 
 

x 53% of the respondents went over the data plan limit while 45% stayed within their data 
plan limits.  The rest of respondents were unsure or did not know of their data plan limits. 

 
x Over 60% of the respondents are not satisfied with the data plan costs. 

  

                                                      
2 TTY stands for Teletypewriter, which is also known as Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (TDD). It is a special 
device that lets people who are deaf, hard of hearing, or speech-impaired use the telephone to communicate, by 
allowing them to type text messages. A TTY is required at both ends of the conversation in order to communicate. 
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The Establishment of the Committee 
 
The Deaf Wireless Canada Committee was formed in June 2015 under the leadership of Lisa 
Anderson-Kellett after she learned of Deaf and Hard of Hearing people expressing their 
frustrations and concerns about the common wireless issues in Canada through social 
media.  The Canadian Association of the Deaf - Association des Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC) 
Board approved the committee’s proposal to become an ad-hoc committee under their 
organization. At the July 2015 Annual General Meeting, Lisa became an elected CAD-ASC 
Director-at-Large with the focus on Wireless Issues.  In turn, this activity led to a collaborative 
liaison between the committee and the board.  Further information on the committee’s timeline 
can be found in Appendix B. 

The Mandate 
 
The mandate of DWCC is to advocate for fair priced wireless contracts for ASL/LSQ using 
consumers and to promote the ideal functional equivalency3 for all Canadian consumers. The 
committee is seeking in the following points that Wireless Service Providers must offer: 
 

1. Fair and uniform wireless data plans for ASL and LSQ users 
 
2. Cost reasonable plans for ASL and LSQ users 
 
3. Transparent and clear advertisement of plans offered; and 
 
4. Decreased disparity in disparity of product and service provisions. 

  

                                                      
3 The phrase “functional equivalency” is adopted from the National Association of the Deaf, an American advocacy 
organization for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing citizens; and the FCC, the American counterpart of CRTC.  
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Methodology 
 
SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com) was the web-based tool to collect data from Canadian 
respondents.  The survey was conducted in four languages:  English, French, ASL, and LSQ 
(Appendix B for the detailed timeline). The periods of the survey conducted were: 
 

x For general population, from September 25, 2015 to November 30, 2015 
x For Deaf-Blind respondents, from December 1, 2015 to January 15, 2016 

 
The main reason for the second survey is to ensure accessibility for the Deaf-Blind users.  The 
background was made black instead of white and the letters/numbers are in high contrast colours 
which are much more suitable for the Deaf-Blind respondents. The content remains the same 
from the first survey. 
 
Questions were developed to learn more about consumer behaviour of ASL and LSQ users in 
response to the wireless telecommunications industry.  The DWCC wanted to know how much 
knowledge is among and how much wireless technology usage is by ASL and LSQ users.  The 
questionnaire was designed for Canadians who were at least 18 years of age, members of or 
have connections to Deaf communities across Canada, owners of smartphones, and current 
customers of a Canadian wireless company.  The first question of the survey was to ask a 
respondent if he or she agreed to take the survey.  The “Yes” response allowed the respondent 
to proceed to Question 2. 
 
Demographical questions were numbered from Questions 26 to 36 which was at the end of the 
survey.  The reason behind the approach was to keep interest of respondents during their 
answering crucial questions in the first part of the survey.  At the beginning of the survey, 
Questions 2 to 5 focused on the landline versus wireless technology.  Questions 6 to 12 focused 
on wireless devices and video communications.   The last part before the demographical 
questions was about wireless services, which were in Questions 13 to 25.   The survey was 
concluded with an opportunity for respondents to add comments, as a way for them to share their 
personal experiences and concerns about the wireless issues. 
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Analysis 
Several tools within Excel spreadsheets were used to analyze the survey data in this 
order:  demographics, landline & TTY usage, wireless devices, video communications, and 
wireless services.  The SurveyMonkey website allowed the storing of data which was imported to 
the Excel format for analytical purposes.  The committee has left the raw data including 
inconclusive results within the SurveyMonkey site; the data was cleaned up to eliminate “No” 
responses (from Question 1) and inconclusive data in the Excel spreadsheet. 
 
The final number as of January 17, 2016 was 1257 responses.   905 responses were deemed 
solid for further analysis. 352 (28.0%) responses were the initial “No” responses and other 
inconclusive data. 
 
905 responses to the survey went beyond our expected goal of 300 responses, which we thought 
would be a manageable number.   For a nation-wide Deaf community survey, this is an 
unexpected precedent with the manner of the survey composition and distribution; survey 
distribution in four languages, social media, and community interaction (in person and by email 
distribution) were the main factors in this successful outcome. 
 

Demographics 
The purpose is to establish the committee’s findings in demographics, which will reflect the 
identification of respondents in terms of gender, hearing identification, income levels and their 
residential locations.   
 
The demographics of the ASL and LSQ users were 58% female and 39% male (Question 26). 
The 2% of respondents preferred not to answer the question and the 1% indicated “Other”.  The 
following identified groups were (Question 27): 
 

x Deaf - 68% 
x Hearing - 12% 
x Hard of Hearing - 10% 
x Other labels for their hearing loss - 5% 
x Deaf-Blind - 3%, and  
x Late deafened - 2% 

 
To understand the needs among the listed groups, please refer to Appendix E.   The Deaf, Hard 
of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind people, who are ASL and LSQ users, are more likely to use 
smartphones to access video communication applications for correspondences both ways.  This 
would be considered functional equivalency as the hearing consumers, who access voice calls 
on their smartphones.  The 12% of respondents, who identified themselves as hearing, were 
redirected to Question 28.  86% of the hearing respondents are directly linked to the ASL and 
LSQ users because of family relations and/or because of their profession as sign language 
interpreters.  The hearing respondents are much more aware what major issues are and what 
their family members’ and/or clients’ needs are.  Both family members and sign language 
interpreters are more likely to use smartphones to communicate with their deaf family members 
and/or clients.  
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The survey included the age range from 18 years to over 65 years (Question 29); the age range 
of 35 to 54 years was comprised of 49% of the respondents.  From the ages of 18 to 34 accounted 
for 25% of respondents and the ages of 55 to 65 and over consisted 24%.  The remaining 2% 
preferred not to identify their ages.    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Due to advancing and evolving digital technology 74% of ASL and LSQ users, aged 18 to 54, are 
more likely to access smartphones and other electronic devices due to their jobs and daily lives. 
 
The annual income ranged from less than $24,000 to over $55,000 (Question 30); however, 75% 
of respondents declared their income level while the other 25% choose not to disclose their 
information.   Their income levels are likely to affect their purchase choices of smartphones and 
data plans.  The low income earners are more likely to go for a lower data plan and older or 
cheaper smartphone model.  The higher income earnings, they are more likely to purchase the 
most recent smartphone model with a higher data plan. 
 
37% of respondents have indicated that they are employed at an organization that serves Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing consumers (Question 31/32).   More information will be discussed further in 
the analysis of Question 10 in the “Wireless Devices and Video Communications” section on 
where the respondents have used video communications: Home, Work, or both.   
 
ASL and LSQ users reside across Canada (Question 33) Ontario leading with the greatest 
number of 266 respondents, British Columbia with 199, Quebec with 149, and Alberta at 103.  The 
rest of provinces are Saskatchewan, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland 
and Labrador.  Yukon was the only territory identified.  Prince Edward Island, Northwest 
Territories, and Nunavut did not yield any respondents.   The majority of respondents live in the 
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urban (Question 34), greater than those living in the rural or nomadic lifestyle at the ratio of 70 to 
30.   The urban residents are much more likely to have fewer issues with the wireless network as 
well as possible cheaper options than those living in the rural areas4. (“Figure 5.2.3”) 
 
 

 
 
The demographic information reflects the identification of the respondents and their 
backgrounds.    In the rest of documents, their knowledge of the telecommunications market and 
their decisions in purchasing smartphones and data plans. 

                                                      
4 The costs for rural communications can be found on page 181, by the Communications Monitoring report October 
2015: Telecommunications Sector overview by CRTC. 
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Landline & TTY 
We wanted to examine the correlation between the TTY (Teletypewriter) device usage and 
wireless usage.  Questions 2 to 5 were designed to learn more in this area; for those who 
responded “No” went directly to Question 6.   The digital technology has evolved since 1990’s; 
the purchasing of wireless technology and smartphones have increased dramatically.  The CRTC 
Communications Monitoring Report, published in October 2015, indicated in its Executive 
Summary in the last bullet of page 1:  
 

“New technologies are shaping how Canadians are communicating 
 

x For the first time, more Canadians households subscribed exclusively to mobile 
wireless services (20.4%) than to wireline (i.e., landline) telephone services 
(14.4%). More Canadian households also reported subscribing to mobile phones 
(84.9%) than landline telephones (78.9%).”  

 
However, costs have increased for the landlines and wireless technology.  ASL and LSQ users 
are looking for options to keep their telecommunication costs in an affordable range.   
 
53% of the 896 respondents still have landlines in their households (Question 2).  They are 
keeping landlines because TTYs are still in use for the purpose of contacting, through the relay 
services: the hearing people, public service, businesses, and emergency services (911).  Here 
are three examples of respondents’ comments on why they must keep their TTYs: 
 

“I pay a lot for a landline that I use 2 or 3 times a month. I can't get rid of it because some 
people still need to call me via TTY, or I call Relay Services to contact people.” 
(Respondent #4360970455)  

 
“I do have a landline at home and rarely...use it because of so many hearing people are 
not aware about the relay service operator or dislike to chat on 3rd party thru the 
operator.  I am still paying bundle bill under Bell Aliant.”  (Respondent # 4305578772)  

 
“It is unfair that we must use tty from a landline. Tty is needed to make business calls that 
do not support email or text contact. I am paying for landline to use tty 0-3 times a 
month.”(Respondent # 4306460417) 

 
The solution would be adding more options to the existing relay services system in Canada such 
as: instant messaging relay services, and any other “live internet connection” options, which would 
include applications on smartphones.  Sprint Relay, an American company, does provide IP-relay 
services on mobiles or smartphones.   
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This would eliminate the need for a landline in order to use TTY.  As well, cost-savings would be 
significant for Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind consumers.   Australia has an Australian 
Government Initiative, the National Relay Services, that provide several relay service options 
including:  internet relay, captioned relay, and video relay.  Even though TTYs still exist in 
Australia, a device with a live internet connection is a viable option for the aforementioned relay 
services, which also allow for applications on smartphones.  The difference between Australia 
and Canada is how the relay services are managed: 
 

a. Australian services are centralized and a public service to the Auslan Community (Auslan 
means the Deaf Community using Australian Sign Language in Australia) 

 
b. Most of Canadian services are decentralized. Major TSPs take upon the responsibility 

for relay (TTY) and IP Relay Service centres.   
 
IP Relay Services are available for the ASL and LSQ users in Canada; however, the requirement 
in order to use the service, the ASL/LSQ user must have a current telephone number with a 
Telecommunications Services Provider (TSP) in order to have the IP-Relay Services is the major 
issue.  For an example, this respondent has to continue the use of landline in order to have IP-
relay service: 
 

“Wireless Mobile should have access to IP-Relay without need for a landline. I had to pay 
landline so I can use IP-Relay. It is a waste of money. The telephone company have 
technology to cover the 911 concerns without landline but they refuse to do that.” 
(Respondent #43045948) 

 
Having connections to emergency services (911) is crucial for any ASL or LSQ user to feel safe 
and protected in Canada.  As aforementioned, several ASL and LSQ users are still retaining their 
TTYs in order to access to 911 emergency services.  In 2015 and early 2016, T911 (known as 
Text with 911) has become available for ASL and LSQ users; however, challenges include the 
need to have a wireless data plan with voice credits as well as how the information are shared 
among the Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind consumers.  T911 and related topics will be 
discussed further under the Wireless Services section. 
 
In the next three years 84% of respondents (Question 3), who still have a landline, are either 
going to cancel or consider the cancellation of the landline use in favour of the wireless technology 
(and live internet connection).  16% of respondents have no intention doing so. 
 
While TTY remains an option for ASL and LSQ users (Question 4), 92% of the respondents 
confirmed that their TTY usages have remained the same (21%) or declined (71%) in the last five 
years (Question 5).  2% of the respondents have indicated their TTY usage have increased in the 
same period.  The remaining 6% of respondents did not know or were unsure of their measured 
usage.   Their anticipation is making adjustments to their telecommunications subscription in order 
to receive VRS when it becomes available.  This respondent is very much aware of the costs of 
living and wants to look for ways to keep costs in an affordable range while having a 
telecommunication accessibility, particularly “Video phoning” or VRS: 
 

“I often plan not to use my data plan as I do not want to have to pay more that I already 
do. The cost is already outrageous. We continue to pay for a landline, cell phone, internet, 
and television...it averages out to approx. $300/m just to have communication. The phone, 
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internet, and TV come in a package, but I still find it mighty expensive to have to pay. If I 
do not have one of the 3 items in a package, then I will end up having to pay more, just 
because it is not part of the package. TTY's are becoming extinct...Video phoning is 
becoming more and more popular, and I find that the Deaf community is extremely limited 
as far as gaining access to communicating with professionals, i.e. doctors... without the 
use of proper equipment that will provide access. Thank you for your attention to this 
matter. “(Respondent #4317558681)  

 
This is where the options are not 100% available for bundled packages in different areas of 
Canada.  For example, Rogers can offer wireless, internet, cable, and telephone services in 
Ontario, but Rogers cannot provide internet and cable services in western provinces.  Shaw has 
the control for internet, cable, and telephone services in Alberta but not for wireless services 
(which is soon to become available later in 2016).  This is where ASL and LSQ users have to 
make decisions to afford telecommunication packages with one or more TSPs and/or WSPs. 
 
The committee needs to work with CRTC, TSPs, and WSPs to look into ways making the 
telecommunication system efficient and fair, in terms of costs and living standards, for Deaf, Hard 
of Hearing, Deaf-Blind, and late deafened people.  In this instance, the committee has learned 
more about the wireless issues and challenges facing the ASL and LSQ users.  In the next section, 
the consumer patterns will be explored with regards to the purchase of wireless devices and the 
usage of video communications. 

Wireless Devices & Video Communications 
Apple devices (Questions 6 & 7) are the most popular brand for the ASL and LSQ users for 
purchasing wireless devices at 58%.  In spite of a wide range of income levels among ASL and 
LSQ users, Apple devices can cost from $500 to $1300 (depending on models and its selected 
features).   Any ASL/LSQ user is willing to pay more for Apple devices because of its reliability on 
the video quality for video communications as well as the availability to have faster wireless 
communications standards.   The other choices are 28% for Android devices and 14% for 
Blackberry and Windows devices.   
 
All wireless devices are continuously improved to accommodate evolving technology5.  The 
fastest wireless communications standard for the cellular network is 4G LTE that allows for faster 
download speed as well as using the internet, emails, and other applications.  Video 
communication applications are now widespread available for the ASL and LSQ users.  83% of 
respondents (Questions 8 & 9) have indicated that they do use video communications on their 
smartphones and have used FaceTime, Glide, and Skype as their popular choices.  Respondents 
have emphasized that they prefer sign language to writing or texting; as an example, one of the 
respondents is a Deaf spouse, who shared an anecdote:  
 

“My husband who is deaf and we always chat on our FaceTime on our break time   We 
need our communication with our first language to sign instead of texting    We couldn't 
live without our FaceTime each other that's most important also to our hearing son. They 
rather use FaceTime to understand our language that's make us frustration with our high 
pay monthly for using high data!!!! Hope we could get 50 percent off same as old time on 
our long distance TTY, thank you” (Respondent # 4247628712)  

                                                      
5 The technological impact is mentioned in the Executive Summary page 1, in the Communications Monitoring report 
October 2015: Telecommunications Sector overview by CRTC. 
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89% of respondents (Question 10) indicated that they are using video communication at home 
and work (46%) or just at home (43%).  ASL and LSQ users clearly require video communication 
to keep in contact with their family, friends, clients, and work colleagues.  This is not for social 
purpose, but rather for the most optimal and natural mode of communication for sign language 
users.  
 

“My husband is Deaf and our preferred way to communicate with each other is American 
Sign Language. We use FaceTime when we're connected to Wi-Fi but when one of us is 
not in a Wi-Fi zone our data is sucked up. The FaceTime quality is so poor that we often 
have to connect and disconnect several times within a phone call. The video is blurry, 
pixilated and often freezes. Imagine being on the phone with your wife or husband and all 
you can here is fuzz and every 2nd word the person is saying with an insane lag time. 
That is EXACTLY what it is like for us, however, visually.  Think of how many times you 
may call your wife or husband, just to remind them to pick up some milk on the way home 
from work, we don't have this luxury due to poor quality of video and expensive data plans.” 
(Respondent #4360767305) 
 

Approximately a quarter of survey respondents use their mobile data for video communications 
(Question 11), while the other three quarters use Wi-Fi to communicate. Despite using mobile 
data only a quarter of the time, 53% of respondents often go over their data limit according to 
Question 23.   
 
Good and clear video quality is paramount to a sustainable, visual correspondence between ASL 
and LSQ users.  According to the graph of Question 12, the satisfaction is somewhat reflecting 
the quality of video application.   
 

 
 
 
This would be based on a type of a device with live internet connection at a location such as home 
or a public setting like a coffee shop with a Wi-Fi connection.  FaceTime users find the most 
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satisfaction; however, this means more expense for the hardware like a smartphone and/or a 
laptop in order to have better video quality with Apple products, as evident in responses to 
question 7. 
 

Regarding question “#12 - want clarify that for video quality with video communication - its 
all depend where you are - if at home the video is clear and if outside of home in Wi-Fi 
spots - it’s ok to clear depend how strong the Wi-Fi is and in the non-Wi-Fi area - it’s 
usually pixelated. (Respondent#4364888505) 

 
Uploading and downloading speeds become very important here as they affect video quality, and 
the WSP’s need to be cognizant of throttling and “capping” affect the quality of video, which in 
turn affects the quality of video communication.  To maintain the best quality in video 
communication, the committee believes that the minimum download/upload speed should be 10 
Mbps (in response to January 13, 2016 CRTC Response for Information or RFI dated February 
7 2016). 
 

“.... Uploading speeds could be better, since video communication requires both 
downloading and uploading, so the quality of our visual communication is limited to the 
uploading.  We all know our uploads are very capped, and this needs to be dealt with. 
Thanks.” (Respondent #4227803381)  

 
The respondents’ consumer choice of a wireless device is dependent on a product brand that 
provides better features including video quality, network standard (i.e. 4G LTE), and memory 
capacity.   The other factor of the consumer choice is a purchase of a data plan from a Wireless 
Services Provider.  In the proceeding section, we will explain how ASL and LSQ users select 
wireless services based on factors. 

Wireless Services 
Question 13 shows that the major Wireless Service Providers in Canada are Rogers, Telus, and 
Bell at 77%.  The rest of WSPs such as Koodo, MTS, and Videotron accounted for the remaining 
23%.  Clearly, consumer choice is very diverse among the respondents depending on the location 
of their residences, where services are available.  The following issues will be examined: 1) 
knowledge of information; 2) accessibility to information; 3) affordability of a data plan; and 4) 
advertisement of a data plan.   
 
The committee has noted all four issues in the outcome of responses to Questions 15 and 
16.  68% of respondents have indicated that they have 1 or 2 year contracts for their smartphones 
and 20% have unlocked smartphones with a monthly data plan.   The 68% are not able to afford 
a wireless device that they opted for the 1 or 2 year contract with a specified data plan.  This is 
related to the affordability of a data plan based on a choice of a wireless device.   
 

“Smart phones have the technology to make Deaf communication possible/easier 
personally; however for many these types of phones or plans are not affordable 
enough.     There should be packages exclusively for Deaf or Hard of hearing people, 
something that allows them to pick the preferred method of communication. Examples 
being an all text and data plan, video messaging services instead of voicemail.” 
(Respondent#4325978779) 
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Two reasons the 20% of respondents are able to have an unlocked phone with a month-to-month 
data plan may be:  
 

a. They are able to afford a wireless device with a direct purchase and subscribed to a 
specified month to month data plan; or  

 
b. They had met all the contractual obligations that they were able to have their phones 
unlocked and stayed with or modified their month to month data plan.   

 
Even though the option of unlocking a smartphone is available in a contract, there is no evidence 
that the majority of ASL and LSQ users are aware of this clause after 2 or 3 years of their current 
smartphones.   
 
8% of the respondents do not know if they have a contract.  The knowledge and accessibility of 
information is crucial in understanding how a contract works; the 8% outcome is raising the 
committee’s concerns on whether or not these respondents are aware of what they have 
subscribed to and recognize the information on a monthly bill. 
 
The 4% has unlocked phones with a 1 or 2 contract. The contract may be based on a fixed price 
on a monthly basis as per promotional or negotiated prices.  The indication is that this option is 
not well advertised for the ASL and LSQ consumers. 
 
The most common issue among the ASL and LSQ users is the voice plan being a part of their 
monthly bills especially when they never use the voice on their phones.    
 

“I love the idea of a voice credited plan or all data but no voice plan as I never use the 
voice plan. If CRTC could make this happen, it would be wonderful! Just hate paying for 
the service I never use.” (Respondent#4222585043) 
 

Questions 16 to 18 were designed to learn about the respondents’ knowledge of contract details 
and whether or not they are able to have their wireless packages modified to remove or credit the 
voice plan.  Question 16 asked respondents on if they have a voice plan on their contracts.  41% 
of respondents did have voice plans in their wireless package; 9% did not have voice plans.  The 
other 50% of respondents did not know if they have voice plans in their contracts.    
 
In Question 17, 86% of respondents are not aware that they have the ability to have the voice 
credited or removed data plan. 14% of respondents were able to have this option.   This may 
prove that transparent and specific accessibility plan options need to be set up by each Wireless 
Service Provider in order to serve Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind consumers. 
 

“I have tried unsuccessfully to help both my parents opt out of voice plans on their mobile 
devices for several years now. It is unfair to make Deaf people pay for a voice plan. They 
usually have to pay for add-ons in order to have the data that they need in order to use 
video calling, which makes it more expensive to communicate the way they need to, 
therefore should not have to pay extra for a voice plan which they are unable to use.” 
(Respondent#4361168995) 

 
Concerns are raised in this question as having a voice plan or voice credited plan would allow the 
use of T911 (Text with 911).  In addition to transparency for ASL and LSQ consumers, the 
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education and awareness need to be provided to learn and understand contracting and purposes 
of wireless features on smartphones.   
 

“It's not fair we have to pay voice plan or maintain a voice plan for the access to text 911. 
T911 should be available to deaf people no matter what plan they have like hearing people 
can access 911 from an old cellphone even cellphone is not in use or does not have any 
service plan with it. Should deaf people have the equal access to T911 like hearing people 
to 911?” (Respondent#4304083023) 

 
The knowledge of voice credited plans was asked in Question 18.  The majority of respondents 
at 64% were not aware of voice credited plans.  The information is usually learned through word 
of mouth like a friend.  Advertisement and WSP store representatives accounted for 12%.  A 
hearing relative of a Deaf man was in support of having a voice credited plan for the Deaf and 
Hard of Hearing consumers: 
 

“I wasn't aware that there were voice credited plans. This is a good idea. I would take it 
further and allow deaf and hard of hearing wireless customers discounts on unlimited 
texting (how I usually communicate with my brother) and discounts on data, which would 
be more efficient since we could sign.” (Respondent # 4358993519)  

 
The voice plan related questions have led the committee to the conclusion that having a fair and 
affordable wireless data plan with voice credits may be the best option for the ASL and LSQ users, 
based on systematic limits with Text with 911 requiring voice on wireless devices.  In addition to 
the conclusion, family share plans with increased data is another best option to allow  
for family members, who are hearing and use ASL and/or LSQ, communicate with their Deaf/Hard 
of Hearing family members.  As a result, education and awareness should be provided by all 
parties that are involved in the wireless service provider industry: CRTC/CCTS/CTWA, 
TSPs/WSPs as well as Deaf/Hard of Hearing organizations. 
 
Questions 19 and 20 were to see what purpose they have for purchasing a wireless data 
package.  The majority of the respondents paid for the data plan or data add-on; however, most 
of them are on individualized plan instead of the family or shared plan.   
 
The next set of questions, 21 to 24, were focused on the purpose and the details of the data plan 
package.   54% of respondents require 2-6 GB of data to meet their current wireless 
communication needs.  13% of survey takers were uncertain of how many gigabytes they pay for 
and use on a monthly basis, which indicates unclear communication at the source and where they 
purchase smartphones and contracts.  Also, one of respondents expressed a point about having 
unlimited data for their video communication: 
 

“Hope that we can get unlimited GB data outside, since it is not very fair for us to have a 
limited GB.  Why can't we have the same situation?    I hope that they can change it to 
unlimited data, it is Deaf's first sign language communication.   The way Deaf people will 
see on FaceTime, glide, or any videos from face expression, gesture, have a good chat 
like the hearing people can " hear voices"    Deaf people will have a more enjoy using their 
first sign language instead of the text message.    I hope they we can use VRS relay to 
use on the cell phone again to have an unlimited data plan.” (Respondent#4362202141) 
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Texting, emailing, taking photos/videos, and video communications are the top four reasons on 
why they need increased data volume.  Respondents are actually using their smartphones for the 
purposes of visual communication. 
 
The next question (Question 23) was to learn whether or not respondents are satisfied with the 
data capacity meeting their needs or do they require more data in their wireless plans.   45% of 
the respondents noted that they stayed within the limits while 53% went over their data limits.  Two 
possible interpretations are: those within data limits may have learned how to stay within the limits 
due to the cost of wireless packages and those who went over data limits may or may not have 
realized on how much data downloads/uploads have used up their data limits.  The respondents 
with annual income less than $55K purchase cheaper models but yet they still require more 
data.   The majority of respondents with annual income at least $55K has more expensive models 
with adequate data plans; however, the minority group of the same income category did go over 
their data limits.   
 
The outcome of Question 24 indicated that the monthly data plan varies among the respondents.  
The most common range is $56 to $65 per month followed by $76 to $85 per month and $46 - 
$55 per month.  It is interesting to note that the number of people paying $156 to $255 per month 
is same or higher than $96 to $105 month.  A monthly data plan subscription depends on a 
purchase of smartphones and how the prices are set for each ASL/LSQ user.    
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Satisfactory wireless services (Question 25) are what ASL and LSQ users expect of each WSP 
when they go into a store to purchase a smartphone and subscribe to a data plan.  More than 
50% indicated that customer service was fair to satisfactory.  However, the issues of accessibility 
to customer service and wireless package is graded very dissatisfied and poor by over 250 
respondents.  Response rate for the data plan is uniform among the respondents.  The cost for 
data plan was graded from very dissatisfied to poor at over 60%.   
 

 
 
Three respondents have indicated WSPs need to be more transparent and offer reasonable data 
plan prices: 
 

“Considering how integral mobile communication has become in our global and local 
society, service providers should price their products in a fair and empowering way. If they 
continue to be allowed to charge such outrageous fees for service (particularly any 
overage fees and data fees), then they should be 100% transparent about where the 
money goes.    If you compare companies, it sure looks like price fixing is common practise 
to take advantage of the customer.    Thanks for your time.” (Respondent#4352438102) 

 
“communication services should be accessible for ALL people regardless of one's 
dis/abilities. it should be affordable (taking into consideration that people with disabilities 
are also often lower income). Deaf and hard of hearing people in general deserve access 
to quality devices at affordable prices and have phone plans that cater to their very specific 
needs, rather than phone plans that are generic and hearing-centric.” 
(Respondent#4232348126) 

 
“Telecommunications service providers need to provide greater transparency to 
consumers and more reasonable data rates. Canada is one of the most expensive 
countries in the world for cellphone and data fees (OECD report) and that is not something 
to be proud of!” (Respondent#4363297816) 
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In the United States, several American telecommunication companies (TSP/WSP) have offered 
clear accessibility plans for the Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and speech impaired consumers as 
indicated in the Appendix C.    
 

 
 
 
The main concern is the lack of transparency among the ASL and LSQ users and WSP 
representatives, who provide customer services at vendor stores.  At the time of report writing, 
the paradigm is slowly shifting as Telus has provided their version of an accessibility plan for Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing consumers as discovered in February 2016 via word of mouth and during a 
CRTC intervention process.  The committee would like to see the paradigm shift even further to 
allow for improvements to plans and fair accessibility packages for the ASL and LSQ consumers. 
 
During the review of the survey analysis and during the committee’s CRTC intervention reviews 
from July 2015 to the end of February 2016, new information and reports were discovered that 
provided the committee new perspectives on transparency and consumer education & 
awareness. 
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Access to Information 
Access to information is essential in opening up transparency for all Canadian citizens.  The 
committee has explored different angles on how information is accessed by ASL and LSQ 
users.     

CCTS Complaints and Accessibility 
According to the CRTC Communications Monitoring Report6, CRTC and CCTS received 
complaints as per excerpt:  
 

In 2014, the CRTC and the Commissioner for Complaints for Telecommunications 
Services Inc. (CCTS) had 44,000 communications with Canadians regarding 
telecommunications services. Of these, 62% were with the CRTC and 38% were with the 
CCTS. Wireless service issues were the most common (40%), followed by Internet issues 
(21%) and telemarketing issues (16%). 
 
The underlying issues of these complaints were billing errors (33%), contract 
disputes/terms of service (15%), and service delivery/provision of service (12%). 
 

 
 

                                                      
6 The CCTS complaints were found on page 167, in the Communications Monitoring report October 2015: 
Telecommunications Sector overview by CRTC. 
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The DWCC recognizes that these two table figures (5.14 and 5.1.5) does not provide any detailed 
information on whether if there are complaints were related to accessibility issues.  As the survey 
outcome presented the fact that the ASL and LSQ users are facing many issues on the wireless 
services and their telecommunication needs. Thus, it is possible that ASL and LSQ users are not 
aware of what CCTS stands for and its mandate. The committee understands that at the request 
of CRTC, CCTS is to apply the Wireless Code Act to resolve complaints from Wireless customers.  

Consumer Education and Awareness for ASL and LSQ Users 
Understanding how a system works and how to file a complaint requires great amount of 
information shared with any consumer.  In this instance, consumer education and awareness are 
essential for ASL and LSQ users in understanding how the telecommunications system works so 
that they could make informed decisions and if necessary, file complaints accordingly.  For this 
demographic group’s accessibility, ASL and LSQ videos need to be produced along with written 
context in English and French with accompanying visual graphics.  
 
Creating generic picto-graphics, infographics and/or videographics would be useful in clarifying 
the flow chart of a process on filing complaints.  Please refer to the following page to review a 
chart that will provide a picture of what various options are and which steps need to be taken in 
filing complaints and reaching resolutions. (Note: one of our Committee members revised this 
diagram using one of the WSPs’ original flow chart.)  
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The consumer education approach is preferable with a video production which includes combined 
videographs explaining escalation paths in ASL and LSQ.   
 
Furthering the committee’s review on survey respondents’ comments on consumer education and 
awareness, here is an example of their perspectives of the current system: 
 

“The roles between CWTA, CCTS, and CRTC are not clear with the responsibility on the 
Wireless Code as a Customer’s Right. Who is ultimately responsible for accessibility on 
Deaf People in Canada? CWTA? CCTS? Thank you. (Respondent #4310017723) 

 
The confusion is with the purposes of the national organizations that deal with policy development, 
guidelines, and/or complaints, respondents in the survey also commented on various levels of 
accessibility with regards to wireless service provisions.   
 

“Accessibility for Deaf-Blind is horrible!” (Respondent # 4312431290) 
 
Wireless Service Providers such as Rogers were mentioned in various degrees of customer 
experience with regards to accessibility. Here are two examples: 
 

“It is always frustrated especially with wireless data plan. Even Rogers, in good name, still 
doesn't provide one with accessibility for Deaf people.  I am not happy to pay that includes 
voice or voice mail in the data plan.  Rogers representatives are always stuck not knowing 
what to do and contacted data plan dept that causes a long lengthy phone calls between 
one and two hours.  I don't like it.  Enough is enough.  All wireless companies need to 
recognize Deaf people's needs differently and should provide a specific data plan for Deaf 
people….I hope this committee will help CRTC to make a better force to all wireless 
companies and improve its data plan specific for Deaf people.  (Respondent # 
43111386379) 

 
“Appreciated that Rogers in Toronto provided an interpreter at customer service as per 
request in advance” (Respondent #4355967064) 

 
Some respondents really appreciated the fact that the survey was created and information was 
gathered with the hopes that our results will create change, here is a respondent’s excerpt: 
 

“Thank you DWCC for developing the survey and for gathering the survey result to share 
with CRTC, CCTS, and CWTA, who in turn will review our comments to help further their 
policy development to sufficiently address the communication needs of the deaf and hard 
of hearing in Canada. (Respondent #4280732718) 

 
In retrospect, while conducting this nationwide survey, the conclusion is that there is a great lack 
of awareness of where or what to do with complaints if not resolved with WSPs.   
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Recommendations 
The DWCC proposes recommendations that would require a collaborative approach, in some 
instances, by all parties: CAD-ASC, CRTC, CCTS, CWTA and TSPs/WSPs.  The following 
recommendations are formulated in four categories:  Transparency, Consumer Education, 
Affordability, and Accessibility. 

Transparency  
1. Clear and designated wireless packages need to be advertised to this 

population.  These wireless packages should be focused on the data plan with voice-
credits.  Please refer to Appendix C for several example wireless packages provided 
by American companies.  

 
Voice credited data plans would be a better feature due to the existing T911 
requirement. 

 
2. Increased promotions of wireless plans need to be distributed in print media, 

web, and video announcements in sign language to ASL and LSQ users, consumer 
organizations, and several Deaf/Hard of Hearing organizations. As well, perhaps 
television commercials may be a useful medium. An ideal approach in providing specific 
plans would be to have assigned codes or names to allow for the customer and WSP 
vendor an efficient customer service transaction. 

 
In Australia, a video announcement was made in a partnership between Deaf Australia 
(a non-profit advocacy organization for the Auslan community) and a company.  This is 
a perfect example on how a partnership could work in Canada.  Please refer to 
Appendix C to their video announcement. 

Consumer Education 
3. Consumer educational videos, in ASL and LSQ, need to be created to explain the 

structure of telecommunication system in the following examples: 
 

a. What is CCTS?   
b. What is CWTA?  
c. What is the Wireless Code? (Section 18. Accessibility items # 330 - 338) 
d. How to file a complaint with CCTS? 

 
A joint committee could be created to oversee this type of initiative or project.  This 
committee could be comprised of representatives from CAD-ASC, CRTC, CCTS, 
CWTA and some of TSPs/WSPs.   The other option would be creating a type of funding 
to manage this initiative or project.   

 
CRTC has already created ASL and LSQ videos on their processes.  Our final 
comments in CRTC TNC 2015-134 will have expanded ideas on video productions.  

 
4. Terminology needs to be created to allow for ASL and LSQ users to navigate 

through the wireless contracts to understand what they are getting into, as per 
Wireless Code’s “alternative formats.”  The committee recognizes that this should fall 
upon the responsibilities of the WSPs or a consortium of these companies.  In contrast, 
our committee has begun to develop a generic terminology list with the focus on 
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telecommunications.  Currently, the deafwireless.ca website has a webpage focused 
on terminology.  This web page may eventually be transferred to the CAD-ASC website 
in the future.   

 
5. Workshops could be hosted in different cities in each province to educate ASL and 

LSQ users.  This option could be in a collaborative approach by all parties. 

Affordability 

6. Create an accessibility fund, either originating from a newly created 
Telecommunications Accessibility Fund (TAF), or Media Access Canada’s suggested 
“National Disabilities Subsidy Fund (NDSF)”, (Reference: DWCC's Second 
Intervention) pooled by the WSPs: 

 
a. provide those with low-income to afford smartphones and reasonable data plan 

packages to access video communications 
 
b. utilize as a contingency fund for projects to develop educational videos to address 

the communication gap; and 
 
c. provide training and employment opportunities for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 

employees to provide WSPs customer service directly in sign language.  

Accessibility 

7. The existing Text with 911 system needs to be overhauled to improve its 
effectiveness and efficiency for all consumers including ASL and LSQ 
users.  Even though this report is primarily focused on the Wireless Services, cost 
savings would be paramount for the ASL and LSQ users when their consumer 
decisions on the TTY, Landline (or Wireline), internet based connections and other 
digital technologies are impacted by improvements in the T911 system.  

 
8. 10 Mbps for download and upload speeds should be the minimum standard for 

all wireless communications including the video communications.   This will allow 
the ASL and LSQ users have access to best quality videos to correspond in sign 
language.  The current download/upload speeds are at 5 Mbps/1 Mbps which is not 
adequate enough. 

            
9. WSPs could invest in ensuring ASL and LSQ users receive services in their 

native language.  Three options are:   
 

a. hire and train Deaf/Hard of Hearing people to become customer service 
representatives placed in high-traffic or popular vendor locations and advertise 
their locations so signing customers can be directed to the correct locations   

 
b. invest in extensive training sessions for selected, current employees, who are 

willing to learn new language in order to service ASL/LSQ consumers; and   
 
c. provide sign language interpretation upon request and without barriers.  

 
Customer service will be therefore utilized more efficiently for the benefit of all parties. 
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10. Direct Video Communication services should be provided by CCTS and CRTC to 

log in complaints and queries.  In other words, hire Deaf/Hard of Hearing people as 
“consumer service specialists” to accommodate Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
Canadians.   In the United States, the FCC has taken on this initiative to ensure full 
accessibility for Deaf and Hard of Hearing American citizens.  Examples can be found 
on pages 77 to 83 & 91 of Appendix C.  

 
11. CRTC needs create a new entity to focus on establishing an Accessibility Office 

within the Consumer Affairs and Strategy Planning Division and/or stand-alone 
office that will include new positions to deal with administrative work such as liaising 
with CCTS on complaints.   Further information on Accessibility Office can be found in 
Appendix D.   

 
An Accessibility office would help guide the CRTC with its work in research and policy 
development, and decision-making, ensuring that all accessibility issues are included 
in all its decisions and published policies.  
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Appendix A: Survey Question Samples & Overall Results of Survey  
 
ENGLISH VERSION 
 
Introduction - Background & Purpose 
 
Deaf Wireless Canada Committee (DWCC) is an ad-hoc committee endorsed by the Canadian 
Association of the Deaf-Association des Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC). DWCC was formed 
because Deaf and Hard of Hearing Canadian consumers have similar concerns with their 
wireless plans.    
 
For further information on the DWCC, please visit the About Us webpage on the website to read 
the committee’s profile and its mandate.   
 
We would appreciate your participation in this important survey. 
 
Answering survey questions will allow us get a picture of how much impact the current state of 
wireless industry has on our daily lives as consumers.  While the responses will be helpful for 
the committee for their analysis, providing your response is voluntary.   
 
Your privacy, confidentiality and trust are important to us. If you have any concerns or 
questions, you may contact Frank Folino, CAD-ASC President at ffolino@cad.ca. 
 
To take this survey, you must be:  
 

1. An adult (18 years or older) 
2. A Canadian resident  
3. Deaf, hard of hearing, Deaf-Blind, a hearing family member or friend, sign language 

interpreter 
4. Use a smartphone device 
5. A customer of Canadian wireless company 

 
We need your agreement first. 
 
AGREEMENT: 
 
1.  Do you agree to take the survey? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
Privacy Assurance 
 
2nd video insert with Frank-ASL:  
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Thank you for your time to take part of the survey. 
 
This survey is a web-based questionnaire hosted by Survey Monkey (SM).  All of the data 
collected will be on password-protected computers.  There will be no need for the collection of 
personal data information, for example, your names or email addresses; only your responses 
will be used for analysis.  Two example statements would be: 
 

a. “50% of survey respondents are Deaf women with data plans and without voice 
plans; and 37% of them pay an average of $75.00/month for 2GB.”   

 
b. "20% of all respondents, with an annual salary of up to $35,000, is paying a 

range of $56.00-$65.00 per month for 1GB." 
 
If you do not understand specific word(s) or questions: 
 

1) Watch the ASL video for clarification. 
2) Visit the DWCC website on the Terminology webpage, to look up a vocabulary in 

English/French, ASL & LSQ.  
3) Look at your wireless bill for clarification. 
4) Ask someone for assistance. 

 
On the behalf of CAD-ASC and DWCC, thank you for your time. The Deaf 
Interpreter will begin to ask the questions.  
 
Please read each of questions and ASL/LSQ videos are available for your perusal.  The Deaf 
interpreter will sign each question.  The questionnaire includes Yes/No questions, open-ended 
questions requiring your comments, rating questions, and “check all that apply” questions. 
 
This survey will take 15-25 minutes to complete questions; the survey has two parts: Consumer 
Experience and About You.  In the last question, you will have an opportunity to type comments 
or include a video response.    
 
PART I:  CONSUMER EXPERIENCE 
 
LANDLINE & TTY 
 
2.  Does your household still have a landline? 
 

a.   Yes 
b.   No 

 
3.  Within the next 3 years, do you plan to remove the landline in favour of wireline & 
wireless technology? 
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a.  Yes 
b.  No 
c.  I don’t know / Unsure 
 

4.  Do you own a TTY (tele-type machine)? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
5.  In the last five (5) years, your TTY use has: 
 

a. declined 
b. increased 
c. remained the same 
d. I don’t know / Unsure 

 
WIRELESS DEVICES  
  
6. Which smartphone device are you currently using? 
 

a. iPhone 
b. Android 
c. Blackberry 
d. Windows 
e. Other (Enter in text box) 

 
7. What specific model do you have? (e.g. iPhone 6, Samsung Galaxy III, etc.) 
Enter text box. 
 
VIDEO COMMUNICATION 
  
8.   What applications (or known as “apps”) do you use for video communication on your 

smartphone? (Check all that apply) 
 

a. Glide 
b. Skype 
c. FaceTime 
d. Other: (Enter in text box) 

 
9. Do you use video communication while you are on your smartphone? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No 
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10.  Do you use video communication at: 
 

a. Home 
b. Work  
c. Both  
d. I prefer not to give information 

 
11. What kind of internet connection do you use for video communication (check all that 
apply): 
 

a. Broadband (connecting directly with ethernet wire to internet modem; Internet service 
providers: Shaw cable, Telus ADSL, Rogers’s hi-speed, MTS Internet, Vidéotron 
internet, etc.) 

b. Home Wi-Fi (Internet modem connected to wireless router) 
c. Public Wi-Fi (Starbucks, Apple Store, McDonalds, hotel, school)  
d. Mobile data network (e.g. Rogers Wireless, Telus Mobility, Vidéotron Mobile, Bell 

Mobile, etc.) 
e. I don’t know 
f. Other (please specify) text box 

 
12.  Are you satisfied with the video quality while communicating on a video app with 
your smartphone? Please rate the quality of video (1= very blurry 5= Very clear & crisp) 
 
Glide 1 2 3 4 5 (last category - I don’t know or N/A) 
Skype 1 2 3 4 5 (last category - I don’t know or N/A) 
FaceTime 1 2 3 4 5 (last category - I don’t know or N/A) 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 (last category - I don’t know or N/A) 
 
Other - please (specify) 
 
WIRELESS SERVICES 
  
13. Which wireless service provider are you currently using?  
 

a. Rogers 
b. Bell 
c. Telus 
d. Koodo 
e. Fido 
f. MTS 
g. Vidéotron 
h. Other: (Enter in text box) 
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14. Do you have a contract (1 or 2 year plan) with a wireless company for your 
smartphone? 
  

a. Yes 
b. No, I have an unlocked smartphone with a monthly data plan 
c. No, I have an unlocked smartphone with 1 or 2 year data plan 
d. I don’t know 
e. Other: (Please explain) 

 
15. How long is your contract? 
  

a. 1 year 
b. 2 years 
c. Pre-paid plan or month to month 

 
16. Do you have a voice plan on your contract? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know / Unsure 

 
17. Do you have a “voice removed”, or “voice credited” plan? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know / Unsure 

 
18. How did you find out about the voice credited plan? 
  

a. Friend 
b. Advertisement 
c. Wireless company store representative 
d. I did not know about a voice credited plan 

 
19. Do you have a data plan or data add-on? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No, my phone is text only. 

 
20. Do you have a Shared or Family Data wireless plan? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know/Unsure 
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21. If you answered “Yes” to either of #19 or#20, please respond: how many GB of data 
are you paying on a monthly basis? 
  

a. Less than 1 GB  
b. 1 GB 
c. 2GB 
d. 3GB 
e. 6GB 
f. I don’t know/Unsure 
g. Other (enter in text box) 

 
22.  What do you use smartphone for? 
 

a. Taking pictures or videos? 
b. Video Communications (Skype, Glide, FaceTime, etc.) 
c. Downloading, livestreaming, or playing videos or music (YouTube, iTunes, apps, etc.) 
d. Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.) 
e. Emailing 
f. Texting 
g. Internet surfing 
h. Other (please specify in the text box below): 

 
 
23.  Do you feel that the amount of data you receive per month meets your current 
needs? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No, I keep going over my limit and pay for more data. 
c. No, I keep going over my limit and have to wait the following month to start afresh 
d. I don’t know / Unsure 
e. Other (please specify how many GB you pay for monthly)) 

 
24. How much are you paying for your monthly fees?  (Drop down menu created in SM-
less overwhelming:) 
 
$10.00-$25.00/month  
$35.00 - $45.00/month 
$46.00 - $55.00/month 
$56.00 - $65.00/month 
$66.00 - $75.00/month 
$76.00 - $85.00/month 
$86.00 - $95.00/month 
$96.00 - $105.00/month 
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$106.00 - $115/month 
$116.00 -$125.00/month 
$126.00 - $135.00/month 
$136.00- $145.00/month 
$146.00- $155.00/month 
$156.00+ /month 
 
Other please specify…  
 
25.  Are you satisfied with your wireless company in terms of cost, data plan, 
accessibility, and customer service? 
 
Cost  VD, P, F, S, VS, Don’t know/ N/A 
Data plan VD, P, F, S, VS, Don’t know/ N/A 
Accessibility VD, P, F, S, VS, Don’t know / N/A 
Customer Service VD, P, F, S, VS Don’t know / N/A 
 
Your Comments 
 
26. Any more concerns, comments that you have and want to share with the Canadian 
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), Commissioner for 
Complaints for Telecommunication Services (CCTS) and Canadian Wireless 
Telecommunications Association (CWTA)? 
 
 
For Part II: About You, click NEXT. 
 
PART II:  ABOUT YOU 
  
IDENTITY 
 
27. Gender: 
  

a. Female 
b. Male 
c. Other 
d. I prefer not to provide information 

 
28. Self-identification: 
  

a. Deaf 
b. Hard of Hearing 
c. Late Deafened 
d. Deaf-Blind 
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e. Hearing (please answer next question)  
f. Other 

 
29.  Self-Identification - Hearing Respondents only: 
 

a. Immediate Family (Parent, Sibling, Grandparent, CODA) 
b. Sign Language Interpreter 
c. Other 

30.  Age groups: 
   

a. 18 to 24 yrs 
b. 25 to 34 yrs 
c. 35 to 44 yrs 
d. 45 to 54 yrs 
e. 55 to 64 yrs 
f. 65 yrs or older  
g. I prefer not to provide information 

 
31. What is your total personal income? 
 

a. Less than $24,000 
b. $25,000 - $34,000 
c. $35,000 - $44,000 
d. $45,000 - $54,000 
e. $55,000 or more 
f. I prefer not to provide information 

 
32.  Do you work in an organization that serves Deaf & Hard of Hearing? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No 

  
33. Does your organization have Deaf & Hard of Hearing employees? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
RESIDENTIAL INFORMATION  
 
34. Which Canadian Province or Territory do you live in?  (drop down list) 
  

a. British Columbia 
b. Yukon 
c. Alberta 
d. North West Territories 
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e. Saskatchewan 
f. Nunavut 
g. Manitoba 
h. Ontario 
i. Quebec 
j. Newfoundland Labrador 
k. Nova Scotia 
l. Prince Edward Island 
m. New Brunswick 

 
 
35. Which city or town do you live in? (Leave blank if you do not want to provide information)    
 
Closing Thank you: 
The CAD-ASC and the DWCC appreciate your taking the time to complete this survey. We 
look forward to sharing results of this survey with the CRTC, CCTS, and CWTA. 
  
After the hearing for Canadian Radio-television Telecommunications Commission Notice 
of Consultation 2014-134-1, where the survey results will be made public, the information 
will be posted at this website for review: 
www.deafwireless.ca 
  
If you have any questions, feel free to contact Frank Folino, CAD-ASC President, at 
ffolino@cad.ca 
 
 
 
Any questions, feel free to contact Frank Folino, CAD-ASC President at ffolino@cad.ca or 
courtesy of: 
 
Canadian Association of the Deaf-Association des Sourds du Canada 
251 Bank Street, Suite 606 // 251 rue Bank, bureau 606 
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 1X3 
www.cad.ca 
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SURVEY RESULTS 

Question 2 
 

 
No 425 

Yes 471 

No answer 9 

Grand Total 905 

Total after the “No answer” 896 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 3 

 
 
 

Maybe 194 

No 79 

Yes 206 

No answer 426 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 479 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
Q2:  Those who responded “No” moved on directly to Q6.   
Q2:  Those who responded “Yes” moved on to Q3, Q4, and Q5. 
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Question 4 

 
 
No 157 

Yes 320 

No answer 428 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “no answer” 477 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 5 

 
 
declined 227 

I don't know / Unsure 18 

increased 6 

remained the same 68 

No answer 586 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “no answer” 319 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 6 

 
A. iPhone 551 

B. Android 264 

C. Blackberry 91 

D. Windows 44 

Fill in blank 53 

No answer 0 

Grand Total 1003 

Total after “No answer” 1003 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
Note 2:  Some respondents may have one or more smartphones. 
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Question 7A 
 

Question 7B 
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Question 8 
 

 
 
No 732 

Yes 154 

No answer 19 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “no answer” 886 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 9 
 

 
A. Glide 510 

B. Skype 569 

C. FaceTime 568 

D. Other 121 

Grand Total 1768 
Note:  Multiple answer question; respondents have used more than one application. 
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Question 10 

 
 
A. Home 274 

B. Work  18 

C. Both  292 

D. I prefer not to give information 49 

No answer 24 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 881 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 11 

 
 
A. Broadband 436 

B. Home Wi-Fi 698 

C. Public Wi-Fi 472 

D. Mobile Data Network 509 

E. I don't know 24 

F. Other 36 

Grand Total 2175 
Note:  Multiple answer question; respondents have used more than one connection. 
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Question 12 
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Question 13 
 

 
 
A. Rogers 277 

B. Bell 207 

C. Telus 231 

D. Koodo 46 

E. Fido 49 

F. MTS 17 

G. Videotron 51 

H. Others 27 

Grand Total 905 
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Question 14 
 

 
 
A. Yes 555 

B. No, I have an unlocked smartphone with a monthly data plan 157 

C. No, I have an unlocked smartphone with 1 or 2-year data plan 41 

D. I don't know / Unsure 60 

E. Other (please explain) 78 

No answer 14 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 891 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 15 
 

 
 
 

A. 1 year 142 

B. 2 years 543 

C. Pre-paid plan or month to month  685 

No answer 44 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 961 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 16 
 
 

 
 
A. Yes 653 

B. No 153 

C. I don't know / Unsure 806 

No answer 12 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 983 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 17 
 

 
 
A. Yes 125 

B. No 565 

C. I don't know / Unsure 198 

No answer 17 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 988 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 18 
 

 
 
A. Friend 221 

B. Advertisement 37 

C. Wireless company store representative 76 

D.  I did not know about a voice credited plan 571 

Grand Total 905 
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Question 19 
 

 
 
A. Yes 745 

B. No, my phone is text only 145 

No answer 15 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 890 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 20 
 

 
 
A. Yes 223 

B. No 600 

C. I don't know / Unsure 70 

No answer 12 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 893 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 21 
 

 
 
A. Less than 1 GB 132 

B. 2GB 153 

C. 3GB 102 

D. 6GB 136 

E. I don't know / Unsure 93 

Other (please specify how many GB you pay for monthly): 111 

No answer 178 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 727 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 22 
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Question 23 
 

 
 
A. Yes 297 

B. No, I keep going over my limit and pay for more data. 232 

C. No, I keep going over my limit, and have to wait until the following month for more. 107 

D. I don't know / Unsure 52 

E. Other (please add to explain) 53 

No answer 164 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 741 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 24 
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Question 25 
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Question 26 

 
 
Female 513 

I prefer not to provide this information 21 

Male 338 

Other 8 

No answer 25 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 880 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 27 
 

 
 
Deaf 603 

Deaf-Blind 25 

Hard of Hearing 83 

Hearing 109 

Late Deafened 19 

Other (please specify) 43 

No answer 23 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 882 
Note:  percentage based on Total after “No answer” 
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Question 28 
 

 
 

A. Immediate Family ( Parent, Sibling, Grandparent or CODA) 29 

B. Sign Language Interpreter 63 

C. Other (please specify in text box): 17 

Grand Total 109 
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Question 29 

 
 
A.   18 to 24 53 

B.    25 to 34 165 

C.    35 to 44 208 

D.    45 to 54 217 

E.     55 to 64 143 

F.     65 or older 66 

G. I prefer not to provide information 18 

No answer 35 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 870 
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Question 30 
 

 
 

A. less than $24,000/year 199 

B. $25,000 - $34,000/year 132 

C. $35,000 - $44,000/year 92 

D. $45,000 - $54, 000/year 82 

E. $55,000 or more/year 152 

F. I prefer not to answer this question 221 

No answer 27 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 878 
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Question 31 
 

 
 
No 549 

Yes 323 

No answer 33 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 872 
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Question 32 

 
 
No 436 

Yes 423 

No answer 46 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 859 
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Question 33 
 

 
A. British Columbia 199 

B. Yukon 1 

C. Alberta 103 

D. NWT 0 

E. Saskatchewan 17 

G. Manitoba 31 

H. Ontario 266 

I. Quebec 149 

J. Newfoundland Labrador 24 

K. Nova Scotia 43 

L. New Brunswick 27 

No answer 45 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 860 
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Question 34 

 
A. City or metropolitan area with 50,000 or more people 607 

B. City or town with between 2,500- 50,000 people 174 

C. A village with fewer than 2,500 people 37 

D. I am a nomad, living from one city/town to another city/town 12 

E. I prefer not to provide information 43 

No answer 32 

Grand Total 905 

Total after “No answer” 873 

 

Question 35 
This question relates to specific residential cities or towns.  The list is quite long with various 
cities and towns.  Question 34 will be sufficient enough for analysis. 
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Question 36 Respondent Comments:  
 
“My son is on ODSP and cannot afford a Smartphone or data fees which would be wonderful for 
him to use for Skype, FaceTime etc.” (#4303861006)  
 
“Once the VRS is open and ready to service, my major concern are:     
1) quality of video on smartphone     
2) no unlimited usage data plan here in Ontario. I feel it's unfair that hearing people can talk on 
the phone and pay cheap. Using the VRS will eat data a lot!” (Respondent# 4294361481)    
 
“I am Hard of Hearing, in the future my hearing that I have may become worse, it would be nice 
to see a system in place where I could have the choice to remove my voice plan from my 
phone, and replace it with more data. Glide and skype need to become better quality too for 
video chatting. (Respondent#4362237444)” 
 
“Rogers put me on corporate rate with $60/month for 5 GB plan that was awesome. The guy on 
phone from Rogers heard of my deafness and how unfair the pricing is for deaf need video for 
glide or Skype to communicate than texting since Canada did not have Videophone like in USA. 
He switched me from residential rate to corporate rate. I can see how cheap Rogers workers 
pay their phone rate. 5 GB is perfect for me I even shared using Hotspot for my deaf friends 
using their phone connected to my data plan and it did not go over since. Wonderful thanks 
Rogers!!!” (Respondent#4303460710) 
 
“I still consider about our deaf community around Edmonton and Calgary when I always helped 
to set up their smartphone's data/voice plan  because they don't know to how control to use any 
video conference limit when Data plan already got much pay-over . Because any video 
conference usually   got high much usage than voice plan or sms or email.  I just moved to 
Calgary from Edmonton since over 5 months ago when I worked with Sorenson Installer around 
Edmonton/Calgary and IPAD Technical/Instruction for Edmonton Support Staff/Senior.  They 
still been frustrated with over - pay with Data/Voice Plan around Edmonton and few deafies 
continue tried to call me for help but I can't drive so far to Edmonton from Calgary most 
weekends. I already courage some deaf to use video conference with Wi-Fi for free data usage. 
Last time I bought new iPhone 5S at Telus Mobility Store near Calgary since over two years ago 
with contract 2 years.  I tried to negotiate Telus salesmen for remove voice plan several time but 
they won't change any plan.   Manitoba Deaf People can use unlimited data of their smartphone 
and pay normal average cost like over $55.00/month because MTS Founder/Owner have one 
hard hearing and one deaf family so MTS can support for all Manitoba Deaf allow unlimited data 
except other provinces are not fair for Deaf People.” (Respondent #4310335716) 
 
 
 
“Roger or other don't have the same as MTS offer for Deaf plan... Right now I am using MTS 
service because they have Deaf plan but I want to use Roger because I can go to another 
province without charging data service if I go across Canada.  MTS will charge if I use data over 
#GB in other province.. it is not fair…” (Respondent#4280575014) 
 
“In regards to the landline question: I do not have a phone line or phone but I do have a landline 
number and voice mail. For voice mail, I subscribe to a voice-to-text transcription 
service.    When my last cell phone contract was up, I went to Jump.ca, which is an authorized 
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Sasktel dealer, to upgrade my phone. I don't remember when this was - probably about 3 years 
ago. The person I spoke to at Jump.ca said that Sasktel had discontinued their data-only plans, 
and that I was obligated to subscribe to a voice plan. He called Sasktel and spoke to someone 
about this while I was waiting, and confirmed that was the case. I didn't think that was fair. I 
went down to an actual Sasktel outlet to talk to someone there about this, and they had no 
problems grandfathering me in as a data-only customer. This is great! But, it's unfortunate that 
Jump.ca did not have this information when I went there, and I wonder how many other 
deaf/Deaf/HOH Sasktel customers are unaware that data-only plans are available, because 
they are getting the wrong information from Jump.ca and/or other dealers.    As someone who is 
HOH and lip reads, I've found video chat (in the past) to not be suitable for my needs. It was 
very very slightly "choppy" and a tiny lag between video and sound which made it difficult for me 
to use. I haven't tried it recently to see if it has improved.” (Respondent #4351393011)  
 
I cannot believe Canada does not have Captel or any available apps that allows me to make 
phone calls on my iPhone and have what is responded back to me automatically. When I make 
phone calls I have to do so on my TTY with a third party operator which is so archaic. I can't 
make calls to my bank or certain companies because they won't accept personal info thru a 
third party. The U.S. Has had Captel for over ten years now and Canada is extremely behind. 
None of the apps such as Hamilton Captel is available. I'm hard of hearing and work as a Gr.5 
teacher. I can't even make phone calls because it's embarrassing to go through a third party 
operator. I also pay high phone bills for my smartphone because of the voice on the package 
that I don't even use and it's not fair that I have to pay for that. (Respondent # 4222586268)  
 
“I think that the telecommunication need to do better for hard of hearing and deaf clients.  It 
seems that we have to pay more to be able to communicate with people.  I won't do video 
conferencing on my phone as it is very costly.  It's frustrating when we are ignored by 
companies that are interested in making money rather than meeting the client's needs.” 
(Respondent#   4285376249)  
 
“I would like to add IP Relay on this issue because lots of people are not aware of it. It is a lot 
way better than TTY.     it can be useful only If Deaf or Hard of hearing or Seniors wants to 
communicate with someone in Live if they want to ask some questions.    One thing, bothers me 
a lot that all communications companies such as Rogers, Bell and others have charged all 
customers to pay for using Relay service fees but the Relay service had not been used as much 
at all  because heavy users have been using email or text or video. There are other useful to 
spend fees on the third party involved.  There are a huge impact for the Deaf/Hard of Hearing, 
Deafened and seniors to use the third party service involved video relay and VCO and HCO.   I 
believe all communication companies should form a partnership to help us to improve our 
access and our life easier and equal standard. I hope it will help us for the better service     I 
would add to add all the communications companies to share and form a company to spend the 
cost of Relay service fees to support Relay service for translator for phone, VCO and HCO and 
especially for seniors to allow the government to support us better...(Respondent#4306132378) 
 
“Wireless Mobile should have access to IP Relay without need for a landline. I had to pay 
landline so I can use IP Relay. It is a waste of money. The telephone company have technology 
to cover the 911 concerns without landline but they refuse to do that.” 
(Respondent#4305395948) 
 
I have a voice to data plan (a voice message is converted to a text message.  It works pretty 
well (if the speaker leaving the message is soft spoken or garbles it can't be converted).  I think 
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voice to data plan should be a free service since it is related to access. I'm glad to have it-- 
without it I spend a lot of time repeating voice messages to try to figure out what they are 
saying.(Respondent#4330787807) 
 
The existence and use of IP relay is still not well known to many in the community and also with 
confusion on its use and the requirement to have landline phone in order to access the IP 
remains as a barrier and this is not part of this summary report. (Respondent#4304743839) 
 
“This initiative also should extend to business & corporate plans, not just personal plans. Many 
businesses and agencies invest in smartphones for Deaf & HOH employees as a part of their 
accessibility obligations. Those businesses also should be able to request a corporate video-
supported data-only option for their Deaf / HOH employees.” (Respondent # 4340515729)  
 
“The phone plans of all service companies fail to meet people with hearing loss who requires 
more data in order to communicate at all of the time. The accessibility is huge barrier to the 
Deaf/HOH/etc. customers with heavy burden of costs every month simply by using our language 
to communicate.  Every culture have their accessibility like language change options and we 
can not have that option but the data is the only other way we can have our equal accessibility 
to our language. It is like you are charging a blind man to watch sunset. Why are we paying for 
the features we can not use not by our choice like voice plan, voicemail, phone ringing tones, 
etc.? The most main features we only can use are the Internet, email and text. Two out of three 
requires data. Please bring the equal right to the Deaf/HOH/ etc. customers to have the special 
plan to give us equal right to use our language. Think about the kids too now that technology is 
our future, kids need to feel safe and secured using their own language to communicate to get 
help or support. This is ridiculous that we all are suffering by charging us using our 
language.”  (Respondent# 4357240460) 
 
“I like that they have 10gb plan and 15gb plan at good price.  I heavy use FB message, text, 
FaceTime, email.” (Respondent#4226879491) 
 
“I never use voice on my iPhone, but still I am billed monthly (even though I think my voice on 
cell was removed, but still get billing for using voice ??? that part I don't understand why???” 
(Respondent#4330194358) 
 
“Should have a separate plan for Deaf and Hard of hearing.  Data usage is very significant for 
all who uses FaceTime, Oovoo, Glide, etc. as a means of communication and we have to pay 
more.  Hearing have unlimited texting and voice plan which is of no use to Deaf and hard of 
hearing individuals.    More importantly, with the Video Relay Service being available sometime 
soon, this would have a very severe impact on data usage.  We would be forced to pay a very 
significant price which none of us can afford.    Trying to discuss this with Wireless providers is 
like talking to a brick wall and especially when the customer service quality is extremely 
bad.  Request to speak to Supervisor every time we call in is cumbersome.  Not all Deaf or hard 
of hearing have excellent writing skills” (Respondent#4349531249) 
 
“I am frustrated with the high billing and the data use even though I asked for text only but they 
said not possible I don't understand why and same with voice that not possible to remove...that 
puzzled me. Sometime I play games, depends on how often, they charge me more on that....so 
annoyed!!” (Respondent#308557295) 
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“Concerns: Voice Plan VS Benefitable for Deaf, is a big rip off when comes to the COST of the 
bill that we deaf DO NOT use voice plan but is acknowledge that voice plan is only to ACTIVE 
the phone.      Suggestion: Voice Plan to be credit into Glide and FaceTime, where to add more 
GB for less cost per monthly because, deaf people tends to use those MORE often than what 
hearing people use.  Including, to remove Bluetooth when it comes to connection to the 
automobile.  We deaf do NOT need that.  Unless factory of automobile to connect dashboard 
communication system.      Request: To have a better plan for the deaf people to meet at 
reasonable cost per month including more GBs, more accessible for deaf people at one price 
than ADD ONS.  Reason for that is because we deaf people have other things to use or need 
that require our needs to be met, like for example, light fixture system for deaf such as doorbell, 
hearing dog, bed shaker, etc.  Why should we pay EXTRA more on phone plan?” 
(Respondent#4357844788) 
 
“Please try to lower price for data plan since we are demanding for this for our accessibility 
needs.    Please tell CRTC, CCTS and CWTA that we want to remove VOICE PLAN that we 
don't need them at all.  If it requires for emergency contact due to voice plan requirement, then 
have a special document note from doctor to proof that I am Deaf and not require for Voice plan, 
reduce it for just $2.00 per month instead of full payment for nothing and not making sense and 
not fair for us.” (Respondent#4222245538) 
 
“Working as an ASL/English interpreter, I have many friends and colleagues who are D/deaf. I 
know that many D/deaf individuals have low incomes, due to lack of adequate/equal educational 
opportunities and lack of accessibility to the job market. For them to pay for voice plans does 
not make any sense, since they do not use them.” (Respondent#4352712115) 
 
“If a person cannot hear to use a voice portion of a telephone, it is discriminatory to force them 
to have it and to pay for it. Data/text only plans are fair, and are of functional equivalence to 
hearing people who use voice plans.  It's 2015 - time to become more accessible and to stop 
profiting on the backs of consumers who do not and cannot use these functions.” 
(Respondent#4360922390) 
 
“Make sure all companies have no-voice plans for Deaf communities 
only.”  (Respondent#4350388060)  
 
“The wireless company - (FIDO) is refused to modify the phone plan due to required to have a 
voice plan as part of contract.” (Respondent#4236460260) 
 
“We seriously need a voice equivalent data plan.  We know that when using FaceTime on data, 
we are using 5-15 mb per minute.  With a 3GB data plan (what I have), with an average of 10 
mb/second.  I can only converse for 5 hours in a month, that is without any surfing or emails, 
iMessage etc.  So realistically I can only converse maybe 2-3 hours in a month on 
FaceTime.  Using the same amount of time for phone minutes, talk for 200 minutes is only 50 
dollars.  I feel that this is restricting in terms of financing.    ALSO, we must pay or get the top 
devices, (iPhone 5s, 6, 6s etc.) in order to improve the quality of our communication, the 
devices themselves are expensive, an unnecessary cost to us.  We do not have the luxury of 
choosing to purchase a 50 dollar flip phone and only use it for voice minute.  We are only limited 
to the most expensive devices.  Companies make a lot of money, they can waive costs to 
accommodate us.  Otherwise, it is discriminatory to profit from our limited options.” 
(Respondent# 4320180854) 
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“Data plans need to be affordable for deaf and hard of hearing individuals, as voice plans do not 
benefit them and data is a huge need for communication, especially since we don't have a video 
relay service in place in Canada.  Also once video relay comes into effect, it will be essential for 
people to have affordable large data plans so they CAN communicate as needed!!!” 
(Respondent#4355094980) 
 
“I prefer have deaf data plan similar to what United States have for deaf people down there.” 
(Respondent#4221973836) 
 
“I was using a lot of data during my travel. I had to fight with Rogers about the disability issues 
and how their service was not accessible since 2011. In 2014 I manager to write a letter and 
made call to speak with the management which lead me to Rogers CEO who give me a bit 
discount to use 15gb data for the cost of 6gb data plans so I accepted. Questions remain why 
hearing ppl pay less for communication while deaf pays more? Should provide discount for deaf 
people.” (Respondent#4355685622) 
 
“I really wanted to remove voice bec most time people called me with voice but I can't use this 
bec I m deaf.... 1 or 2 GB isn't enough for deaf people reason bec of use video communication 
for deaf people ..... not fair with hearing people for easy communicate with voice.” 
(Respondent#4350490275) 
 
“Should have a separate plan for Deaf and Hard of hearing.  Data usage is very significant for 
all who uses FaceTime, Oovoo, Glide, etc. as a means of communication and we have to pay 
more.  Hearing have unlimited texting and voice plan which is of no use to Deaf and hard of 
hearing individuals.    More importantly, with the Video Relay Service being available sometime 
soon, this would have a very severe impact on data usage.  We would be forced to pay a very 
significant price which none of us can afford.    Trying to discuss this with Wireless providers is 
like talking to a brick wall and especially when the customer service quality is extremely 
bad.  Request to speak to Supervisor every time we call in is cumbersome.  Not all Deaf or hard 
of hearing have excellent writing skills” (Respondent#4309284466) 
 
“I'm a semi retired, do work several contracts and not make lots of money even though why I 
continue to pay too much for over limited data plan - only 1 GB. I feel that we, deaf and hard 
hearing or anyone should get unlimited data plan due to high demand on video and visual 
images. Just throw 2 cents.” (Respondent#4304440328) 
 
“Using any provider of wireless or internet services should be 100 % accessible - from the 
content (e.g. Deaf-friendly, including captions of all video media), ease of reaching support 
services, accessibility of IP relay and hopefully VRS through our devices - must be made 
mandatory.     Would like to see Canadian legislation mandating full access to all internet and 
wireless content as above, as is in the USA and other countries!” (Respondent#4365420599) 
 
“Many months ago, I let Rogers knows that I want to be registered as a special member plan for 
$35/2GB monthly with no voice plan under Greater Vancouver Association of the Deaf and the 
man said he would be able assist me to activate this plan service but I need to have a 
smartphone in order to give the detail to him. Now I have a smartphone then I emailed Rogers 
again once, and they said this plan is no longer available. I feel offended and resented by their 
behaviours which is totally unacceptable. That's because I'm not satisfied with this service until I 
meet my needs.” (Respondent#4230279506) 
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“A great system to look at would be the mobile company Sprint in the USA. They offer a great 
deal/deaf plan for all deaf and hard of hearing customers across America. They provide 
unlimited data and text along with other things for a really low rate. This encourages more 
Deaf/HOH customers to become a part of their company. What makes it successful is that they 
managed to have many customers and understand our needs and are able to provide us a great 
necessary service. They require new customers to provide proof of their deafness (audiologist 
report, deaf school id, etc.). This is a great model to base off on.” (Respondent#4221254208) 
 
“Keep in mind:     
- Remove voice plan is our choice if we want to.   
- More data and not paying more to add those data.  
 - Reasonable monthly prices.   
- App to have IP Relay Service ready in our smartphones (as I did experience using it through 
internet from my smartphone and always cutting... as I was stuck somewhere and calling to 
request help.)    
- Something with videos to explain clearly about the agreements papers before signing 
contracts... because I know some Deaf don't know the rules when they want to change their 
smartphone or something that I have to explain that they have to read papers before signing... 
they are not all people who can read and write. Add more video in LSQ and ASL in the 
websites.” (Respondent#4224726797) 
 
“Feel important that Deaf and DeafBlind have equal access to wireless.     Some DeafBlind 
might not have access to video such as Deaf, and will recommend braille for DeafBlind to 
use.  Will be nice to have unlimited Data so that everyone can use video and have the access of 
communicate use video.” (Respondent#4357457070) 
 
“Unfair that I Still pay equal hearing people on wireless bill that I never ever ever use the voice 
phone or recording voice etc.” (Respondent#4357506314)    
 
Accessibility issues - respect Deaf community: to remove voice data plan which we do NOT use 
voice which is not fair for us which the companies are forced and no options at 
all.  (Respondent#4352859305) 
 
“It is always frustrated especially with wireless data plan.  Even Rogers in good name still 
doesn't provide one with accessibility for Deaf people.  I am not happy to pay that includes voice 
or voice mail in the data plan.  Rogers representatives are always stuck not knowing what to do 
and contacted data plan dept that causes a long lengthy phone calls between one and two 
hours.  I don't like it.  Enough is enough.  All wireless companies need to recognize Deaf 
people's needs differently and should provide a specific data plan for Deaf people.  All what we 
need is email, text, photo/video and internet.  That is it, nothing more. Mine for $30 monthly plus 
taxes is not too bad but have to go through the Corporate Business department because of their 
available data plan even though I am not under any business.  For my family member, 
disappointing cut from $35 monthly plus taxes for email, text, photo/video to $25 monthly plus 
taxes for text alone. Not accept a new fee $40 plus taxes monthly for email, text, photo/video.  I 
hope this committee will help CRTC to make a better force to all wireless companies and 
improve its data plan specific for Deaf people.  Thank you all so much for your time and 
commitment.  By the way, this ASL-English survey is neat!!!  Thanks.  In addition, I see that the 
survey was distributed last September but I just got it through Ontario Association of the Deaf 
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(OAD) a few days ago.  I am not sure why we hadn't received it last September.  But anyway, I 
am glad I finished with this survey hoping for the best of all.  Regards.” 
(Respondent#4311386379) 
 
“The cost is getting to the point that it infringes on my ability to use necessary services for my 
lively-hood. Being self employed and barely making ends meet, living from pay cheque to pay 
cheque; I depend on technology to do my job. I loose work constantly because I am unable to 
use it half the time to access and respond to jobs fast enough.  CRTC should be allowing more 
companies to create competition and bring down the cost.... It's disgusting what we have to pay 
in Canada - yet more and more our jobs depend on the quick, efficient access to this technology 
but for the average single person the cost is through the roof!!!” (Respondent#4352026476)    
 
“I am frustrated with the high billing and the data use even though I asked for text only but they 
said not possible I don't understand why and same with voice that not possible to remove...that 
puzzled me. Sometime I play games, depends on how often, they charge me more on that....so 
annoyed!!” (Respondent#4340256752) 
 
“Need more 35-50 data limit for video communication wireless but is no enough 6-10gb limit 
data need more it should get unlimited text and video communication wireless under more data 
limit and need removed voice talks and voicemail are no for us have deaf are no use on 
voicemail and voice talking  and the deaf need relay video communication service wireless than 
relay text service wireless  because if relay text service wireless senior deaf people are forget 
spell words on text and poor misunderstanding communication or confused sentences 
languages are no understand  clear.    they need going to real face to face interpreting person 
on relay video communication service wireless make understand clear than relay text service 
wireless..” (Respondent#4354867438) 
 
“The deaf community deals with things every day that we take for granted from the TV, phone, 
doorbell, fire alarm etc. ..... Things as hearing people doesn't cost much however the deaf 
community ends up paying hundreds of dollars more for the same service. We as hearing 
people expect them to learn to communicate with us and us not do the same for them.   I 
appreciate the deaf community and their spirit. They should not be punished for not being able 
to hear. We are so worried about speaking 2 languages French and English. Well how about 
helping and working with the deaf community to make things liveable for 
them.”(Respondent#4308024080) 
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Appendix B: Timeline of the overall survey process 
 
Survey Development - 2015 
 
June 6th - Deaf Wireless Canada Committee formed  
 
June 15 to August 1:  Decision to participate in CRTC hearing and present analysis of survey 
participation. The seeds of survey development were planted for survey discussed among 22 
members of the DWCC via emails and skype discussions and had input from Canadian 
Association of the Deaf. Development and drafting of survey questions. 
 
July 14th - Committee responded to CRTC Telecom Notice of Consultation 2015-134 to 
express intent to participate in the proceedings and the hearing and mentions the survey we 
were committed to conducting. 
 
August 1 to 14: Editing and finalization of survey questions, translations into French version. 
 
August 15: English Survey created and edited within Survey Monkey 
 
August 22: Filming ASL version of survey questions 
 
August 23: Final edit of written English survey based on discoveries of missing questions 
during filming, which is why we held off on French translations. 
 
August ASL survey question video edits begin 
 
September 1st: French translations of survey are complete and sent to the LSQ talent for LSQ 
translation filming. 
 
September 4th: Filming LSQ version of survey questions 
 
September 5th: French Survey created and entered within Survey Monkey 
 
September 6th - September 16th: After a few weeks of merry-go-round of video editing among 
Deaf video editors, we ended up having to enlist more proficient skilled editors to include 
graphics and colour correct the lighting of introductory videos. 
 
September 17th: ASL and LSQ video editing ends with the upload of all the videos to our 
YouTube account.  After a few weeks of merry-go-round of video editing among Deaf video 
editors, we ended up having to enlist more proficient skilled editors to include graphics.  
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Survey Methodology Process 
 
September 21st - Deaf Wireless Canada Committee members participated to test the survey, 
and it was agreed to go ahead with it 
 
September 25th - Kicked off the survey with a Presentation and booth at Deaf Alberta Expo 
2015, in Calgary, AB, where approximately 30 people respondents participated 
 
September 25 - 27th - Survey was launched over the weekend, distributed via Facebook 
shares on our Committee’s Facebook Page and Committee members’ personal timeline Walls. 
 
September 28th - After return back to Vancouver, the Chair sent out survey links to a list of 
people who left their e-mail addresses at the booth.  
 
October 1st - Committee held a fundraiser event  in New Westminster, BC, a film produced by 
DeafNation,  “Deaf People in Havana, Cuba,” people who attended filled out the survey on 
laptops on-site. The same evening, the Chair distributed survey links to those who left their e-
mail addresses for electronic links to the online survey.   
 
October 6th - Distribution of the survey went out via French and LSQ channels, including 
iSourds, which has a reach of 1077 people and 81 companies/organizations within 
Quebec. 
 
October 20th - Survey numbers were stalled and the plateau of respondents was evident on 
October 21st, with only 386 surveys completed, it was time to distribute further and wider, 
starting with our parent organization, Canadian Association of the Deaf - Association des 
Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC)’s affiliate members across Canada.  
 
October 21st - Letters were e-mailed out to a total of 10 of CAD-ASC Affiliate groups as well as 
to the two Alberta Association of the Deaf by city - Edmonton and Calgary Association of the 
Deaf. 
November 3 - Follow up e-mails to AAD & OAD. Subsequent follow-up letters went to 
individuals in each affiliate group. Got responses from them both and they were distributed the 
same day, and our numbers shot up with 72 responses in one day from these members 
respectively. 
 
November 4 - 8 Survey numbers were stalled and the plateau of respondents was evident once 
again, so the Committee agreed to gather Province by Province list of Deaf and hard of hearing 
associations, social service agencies, to create lists for further letters to be mailed out. 
 
November 9 -  Province of British Columbia had an extensive list of organizations to send to, a 
total of 17 organizations, that two letters were sent out splitting the list with the same 
instructions of posting on their social media, distributing among their members, staff, and 
clients. 
 
November 17 - 22 Letters went to organizations within Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, 
Ontario and Eastern Canada, with requests for their assistance in distribution of our survey to 
their members, staff and clients, through social media avenues or websites. 
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November 22 - The survey respondent numbers shot up to 107 respondents within one day, as 
a result of friendly reminder countdown images starting with 8 Days Left/8 Jours Restant spread 
around on Social Media 

December 1st - Release of English/ASL and French/LSQ Deaf-Blind friendly survey. After the 
survey wrapped up on November 30th, Committee members felt a Deaf-Blind friendly version of 
the survey needed to be created, so it was launched on December 1st and we gave the Deaf-
Blind up to January 15, 2016 to complete this version of survey.  

January 22 - Survey analysis team met in Vancouver, BC to split up the questions, extract the 
valid data, and examine the numbers in MS Excel. 

February 5-19 - Visual graphs were created from extracted tables 

March 6-8 - Committee analyzed and provided their perspective on the findings  

March 8 - April 10 - final writing and editing of Survey report  
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Appendix C:  Examples of American & Canadian Wireless Data Plans  

Note the CLARITY and lay out of the AMERICAN PLANS compared to the vague Canadian 
plans in general.  

EXISTING AMERICAN PLANS - 

AT&T TAP Plans: http://www.wireless.att.com/learn/articles-resources/disability-
resources/text-accessibility-plan-for-iphone.jsp 
 
** Many of them Deaf AT&T users still have their Grandfathered Unlimited Data plans $50.00 
per month. (Up to 22 GB data)  
 
Screenshot: 
 

 
 

Summarization of AT&T TAP Plan in one image: 
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More AT&T Accessibility Plans 
 
Link: http://www.wireless.att.com/learn/articles-resources/disability-resources/hearing-aid-
compatibility.jsp#options 
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Screenshot: 

 
 
Of interest, you may wish to see this document - see how to manage the applications for such 
packages, created by AT&T for their sign language customers. 
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VERIZON:  
Verizon Deaf Plans: Nationwide Messaging Plans 
https://www.verizonwireless.com/aboutus/accessibility/nationwidemessaging.html 
 

VERIZON Screenshot: 

 

Current Verizon Smartphone packages available, link: 
http://www.verizonwireless.com/b2c/splash/messagingplans.jsp 
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Screenshot: 

 

SPRINT PLANS:  
Two links -  
 
1) VARIATIONS of ACCESSIBLE PLANS OFFERED - “BETTER CHOICE”  
http://pcsorders.sprint.com/accessibilitystore/index.php?p=plans&type=betterchoice 
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Screenshot: 
 

2) UNLIMITED OPTION - 
http://pcsorders.sprint.com/accessibilitystore/index.php?p=plans&type=unlimited 
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Screen Shot: 
 

 
 
PLANS IN CANADA -  
ROGERS PLAN - partnership and advertised on GVAD’s DeafBC.ca website 
Source: http://deafbc.ca/archives/9135  
 
 
Updated Information on Rogers Wireless Plans 
Updated information about the new Rogers Wireless Plan 

** $200 credit for new activations is extended until May 31st ** 

The GVAD Wireless Plan is not available in stores – it is only available online. 

Posted on May 2, 2014 by Deaf BC,  
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Screenshot: 
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DIRECT FROM ROGERS WEBSITE: ACTUAL COMPANY WEBSITE 

ROGERS DATA AND TEXT MESSAGING PLANS - Source: 
https://www.rogers.com/web/content/accessibility-services-wireless 

Screenshot:

 
MTS - Manitoba: Source:  https://www3.mts.ca/mts/personal/accessibility/hearing -  

4G LTE and 4G HSPA discount*  
Screenshot: 
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This is where the rest of companies become vague and ambiguous in what they provide 
in terms of actual accessibilities for their customers: 

Let’s start with TELUS: 

TELUS RATE PLANS Source:http://www.telus.com/en/ab/get-
help/accessibility/billing/plans/article.do?topic=&subtopic= 
Screenshot:  
 

 
VIDEOTRON does it similarly, source: 
http://affaires.videotron.com/site/accessibilite/auditif-en.jsp 
Screenshot: 
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BELL ACCESSIBILITY SERVICE CENTRE 
Finally the most vague descriptions are found at the BELL site while we appreciate the mention 
of video calling using Facetime, here, source: 
http://www.bell.ca/Accessibility_services/Hearing_solutions 
See screenshot below: 

However, the DWCC has to recognize and commend that Bell is attempting to pull something 
together, as seen in the link: http://www.newswire.ca/fr/news-releases/bell-breaks-down-
barriers-to-mobile-accessibility-with-new-products-and-enhanced-services-570488541.html  
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Screenshot:

 
 
 

ICE WIRELESS RATE PLANS  
 

Ice Wireless for north and rural communities: 
https://www.icewireless.ca/addons/#4 
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Note: ICE WIRELESS offers only 3G network, not LTE network, which is a concern for 
video communications, etc. because of 3G network is very low quality, see link & 
screenshot: 
 
 

https://www.icewireless.ca/ 
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Source: https://www.icewireless.ca/plans/plans-talk-text-data/  
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Direct Contact with FCC by Deaf and Hard of Hearing Americans 
 
The DWC Committee commends the efforts of the FCC, in the United States, for providing 
direct video communications, in direct sign language, in ASL consumers language, for 
complaints, inquiries and clarifications. FCC is the equivalent to the CRTC in Canada.  This is a 
venture that should be undertaken by the CRTC, and especially, the CCTS to manage the 
complaints and queries directly by ASL and LSQ consumers. See three relevant links providing 
full description of such accessible services: 
 
PDF Announcement link - https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-327495A1.pdf 
 
Full description of service - https://www.fcc.gov/general/direct-video-communications 
 
TDI - https://tdiforaccess.org/2014/06/fcc-launches-video-support-call-center/ 
(TDI - formally known as Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Inc.) 
 

Promotions should come about on wireless service plans: 
 

1. Deaf plans were announced in sign language, which was effective, by Deaf 
Australia.  This is an example of how a collaborative effort works between a national 
advocacy organization and a wireless company.  Auslan (Australian Sign Language) 
was used in this video:  https://vimeo.com/126859427 

 
Screen shot: 
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Appendix D:  Accessibility 
 
Accessibility Office 
 
Background: The Accessibility portfolio is currently managed by CRTC’s Consumers Affairs 
and Strategic Planning. In turn, DWCC recommends a new entity to be created to focus on 
establishing an Accessibility Office to be created under Consumers Affairs and Strategy 
Planning Division and/or stand-alone office that will include new positions as follows: 1) Director 
of Accessibility who is responsible to ensuring that all accessibility issues are included in its all 
decisions and published policies. 2) Support Staff will be included to focus on research and 
policy development, the liaison with CCTS regarding to dealing with complaints, accessibility 
queries and resources, survey data collection, and promoting “Accessibility lens” (Reference: 
item 4.1) for issues on accessibility-related including Deaf and hard of hearing customers. Deaf 
people (sign language users) and including others with disabilities are strongly recommended 
for these employment positions in the new Accessibility Office.  
  
Accessibility Lens - one of the members of the DWCC-CSSSC Committee, Jeffrey Beatty, 
coined the term “Accessibility Lens,” defined as: “Accessibility Lens is a tool for identifying and 
clarifying issues affecting persons with disabilities used by policy and program developers and 
analysts to access and address the impact of all initiatives (policies, programs or decisions) on 
persons with disabilities. It is also a resource in creating policies and programs reflective of the 
rights and needs of persons with disabilities. We call “Accessibility Lens” by place an experience 
person with disability in senior position with decision-making.” 
 
Background: it is a term originally conceived by the Canadian Hearing Society and the Council 
of Canadians with Disabilities, in item 4.1 at this link, in relation to proceeding CRTC 2008-8 
which led to CRTC’s Accessibility Policy 2009-0430.  Paragraph 4 of the link is titled: Disability, 
Gender and Diversity Lens whereas: 4.1 CCD recommends that the CRTC develop a disability, 
gender and diversity lens to ensure that the issues of women and all marginalized people, 
including people with disabilities, First Nations and racial minorities, are considered as the 
CRTC undertakes its mandated responsibilities. CCD notes that the Canadian Hearing Society 
in its response has raised concerns regarding "[1] CRTC's personnel hiring, retention and 
promoting employees with disabilities...[2] a lack of internal access and accommodation policies 
in the CRTC..." (CHS 2008 p. 5) A disability, gender and diversity lens could assist the CRTC 
address problems such as these as well as assist it with decision-making processes associated 
with licensing and regulation. Furthermore, such a lens could be used when selecting 
commissioners to ensure that commissioners have adequate disability expertise. 
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Appendix E: Terminology 
Excerpted from the Bell-Mission Consulting VRS Feasibility Study Project Phase 3, Consumer 
Interests and Perspectives, page 13.  
 
ASL - American Sign Language -a naturally occurring visual gestural language with distinct 
grammar, syntax and vocabulary that is not based on or derived from a spoken language. ASL 
does not follow English word order, and uses facial expression for grammatical markers. In 
addition, physical affect markers, spatial linguistic information and fingerspelling are all 
incorporated into the unique syntax and linguistic features of the language. Similar to other 
languages, ASL is comprised of arbitrary symbols brought together by “syntactic, phonological 
semantic, and pragmatic rules.” The main users of ASL are culturally Deaf, however other 
groups may also prefer this language.  
 
LSQ - Langue des signes québecoise-  is the natural language sign language of the Deaf 
Francophone community in Canada.  With other signed languages, LSQ is a naturally occurring 
language with grammar, syntax, vocabulary, and lexical information that is conveyed visually and 
manually. The majority of LSQ users are culturally Deaf. 
 
Culturally Deaf (excerpts from VRS Feasibility Study Project-Phase 3-Consumer Interests and 
Perspectives page 12-13)  

x People  who identify themselves as culturally Deaf; people who are born deaf or 
became deaf early in life, usually before language acquisition  (i.e. pre-lingual)  

x Rely mainly or a have a preference  on  using sign language to communicate ( ASL or 
LSQ)  

x Prefer to use sign language interpreters and visual assistive technology (e.g. Video, text 
messaging, captioning) 

x Deafness is a cultural and linguistic distinction requiring an accommodation, rather than 
a disability.  

x Some also use assistive listening devices (e.g. hearing aids and cochlear implants) yet 
have strong ties to deaf culture and chose to be bi-cultural.  

  
Oral Deaf 

x People who are born deaf or became deaf early in life, usually before language 
acquisition  

           (i.e. pre-lingual)  
x Educated in the oral method and rely mainly on oral communications (e.g. speaking, 

speech-reading)  
x Generally depend on a visual representation of spoken language (e.g. written text, 

captioning, speech-reading)  
x Typically identify with the hearing culture but may have ties to deaf culture, or choose to 

be bi -cultural and identify with both.  
 

  Deafened  
x People who became deaf post -lingually (after learning speech) and have now lost the 

ability to understand speech with or without assistive listening devices (e.g. hearing aids, 
cochlear implants, wireless transmitters, etc.)  

x Typically educated in spoken language either  in English or French 
x Generally depend on a visual representation of spoken language for communication 

(e.g. written text, speech-reading, captioning, sign supported English) 
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x Typically identify with hearing culture, but may have ties to deaf culture or choose to be 
both 

 
  Hard of Hearing  

x People with hearing loss ranging from mild to profound, may have been born with the 
condition, or developed it later, are able to understand speech with or without assistive 
listening devices to maximize residual hearing (e.g. Hearing aids, Cochlear implants, 
wireless transmitters, etc.)  

x Primarily relies on auditory communication utilizing any residual hearing 
x Prefer to use auditory devices to maximize residual hearing (e.g. Hearing aids, amplified 

telephones, etc.) captioning devices (e.g. captioned telephones, real time captioning 
services) and may also utilize speech-reading 

x Most identify with hearing culture and very few use any kind of sign language  
  
 Deaf-Blind 

x People who have significant, but not necessarily total, lost of both vision and hearing 
x Rely mainly on tactile signing (signing in the palm of the deaf-blind person’s hands, 

close-up  
x Signing, or close up speechreading 
x May be culturally Deaf, deafened, oral deaf, or hard of hearing and communication 

preference will vary accordingly.  
 

 
 
 
 


